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Abstract: A Genetic Algorithm (GA) that is going to be a part of a system for obtaining optimum

sensor measurements for a specific process. Most parts in the design accomplished using Very High

Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL), then simulated and verified using

Design Architect (DA) and ModelSim CAD tools. This paper consists of the design of a Multiplier

based on an unsigned shift and adds procedure, and a Divider based on the Fixed-point shift and

subtract method, specifically for this task. It is designed in a way that it can be mapped into an

Integrated Circuit (IC). Some issues in the design need some further consideration. The purpose of

this research is to come up with hardware based Genetic Algorithm that is used in Optimum

Measurement Selection.
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INTRODUCTION

A Genetic Algorithm uses a fitting criterion to determine the best choice of weights that should be applied

to the input data in order to get the Optimum Measurement (Yoshimoto et al., 2003). An initial population

of data is created; this is called the Chromosome Population. Then the Fitness Criteria is applied on the

population and the input Measurements. Based on that result, the Chromosomes that meet the criteria best are

kept, remaining is deleted. The algorithm goes into a number of iterations to get the Optimum Measurement

of the specific input (Satoh and Kobayashi, 1996). A basic block Diagram for the Genetic Algorithm proposed

is shown in Figure 1. The Chromosome Population is created, and the input is stored in a register.

Fig. 1.1: The Basic Block Diagram of the Genetic Algorithm designed.

The Genetic Algorithm starts its iteration by calculating a Fused Measurement and an Error Signal based

on the Input values and the Chromosomes generated. Then the system goes into some Genetic Operations like

Mutation and Crossover (Srinivas and Patnaik, 1994). These two operations are the most important of the

Genetic Algorithm. At that point, the Genetic Algorithm determines the best Chromosomes that fit the criteria,

and stores them for Optimum calculation. Based on these Optimum Chromosomes the Optimum Measurement

is found. That is a quick basic principle of operation of such an Algorithm. Next, we will explore the function

of each block mentioned in the block diagram shown.
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Genetic Algorithms are starting to find their way in the practical life. Very few have reported having a

whole Genetic Algorithm on a chip. Usually such algorithms are programmed into a processor, and rarely

hardware implemented. Our purpose is to come up with hardware based Genetic Algorithm that is used in

Optimum Measurement Selection.

Design Functional Blocks and Parameters:

Random Chromosome Generator:

The Random Chromosome Generator is responsible for generating the Chromosome Population needed for

the Genetic Algorithm to operate. Each Chromosome is 6-bits long, and represents 2-bit Genes. Each Gene

is used with its respective Input Measurement to calculate the Fused Measurement needed for the fitting

criteria.

To generate these Chromosomes, a Linear Feedback Shift Register is used. It is shown in Figure 2.1. It

consists of 6 D-FFs and a XOR gate in the feedback loop. Using this configuration, a Pseudo Random

Chromosome sequence can be generated. The sequence repeat itself every 2 � 1 = 64 cycles (count 0). Which6

is enough to fill out one whole population of different Chromosome combinations, in a 6X64 RAM. 

Fig. 2.1: The Block Diagram of the 6-bit Random Chromosome Generator.

Fused Measurement Calculation:

The Fused Measurement block has two inputs as shown in Figure(3), the Input Measurement which comes

from the input register that stores 3 different measurements for the input quantity, and a Chromosome form

the generated population. The Fused Measurement is then calculated using the relationship:

  (1)

This Fused Measurement calculated, will then be used to find the error of the input signal with respect

to this calculated value. Based on that, the Chromosomes are interchanged, or dropped (Crossed Over or

mutated). New Multiplier and Divider schemes are used in this design, to give maximum efficiency and

minimum hardware.

Using equation (1) the Fused Measurement module has designed and implemented using three blocks, as

shown in Figure 3. The three basic blocks of the Fused Measurement are:

Fig. 3: Fused Measurement Module.

8-bit by 4-bit Divider:

This module divides the 8-bit output of the multiplication summer by the summation of the weights which

is 4-bits and the output is 8-bits. If we divide by zero, the answer is zero, and a flag is set, to indicate that

a division by zero occurred. 
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4-bit by 2-bit Multiplier:

The multiplier is used to multiply the Measured Sensor Value, with the respective Gene from the

Chromosome Generator, the output is 6-bits long. 

Gene Summer:

This module sums the Gene values, and is used as the Divisor in the equation to find the

Fused Measurement. It sums 32-bit Genes, and the output is 4-bit long.

Yi×Wi Summer:

This module sums the outputs of the Multipliers. Each input is 6-bits, which gives an output of 8-bits

wide. 

Error Calculation:

The Error Calculation block is illustrated in Figure 4. The difference between the Fused Measurement and

the actual input value is found. The calculation is done based on the equation:

  (2)

Based on this output, the fitting process takes place, and it will find the deviation from the Fused

Measurement, which will aid in the Chromosome selection process (Jianmin and Jingtai, 2006; Kruatrachue

et al., 2002; Marin et al., 2003). The Error is found by applying this formula on the incoming measurement

values, and the calculated fused one:

Two modules are needed to perform this function, they are illustrated in the Implemented block diagram

in Figure 4. The modules needed are:

Fig. 4: The Diagram of the Error Calculation Block Implemented.

Subtract and Take Absolute Value:

This module subtracts the incoming measurement from its respective Fused Measurement. The two inputs

are 4-bits wide, and the output is also a 4-bit number. 

Add the Three Results:

This adds the result obtained from each | YF�Yi | module. Since each of the results summed is 4-bits long,

the output is 6-bits wide. 

Decoder Array:

The Decoder Array block consists of a Decoder and a Multiplexer. Two inputs to the array, the 4- most

significant bits from the Error value, and a Selection line. The Decoder has 4 outputs, one output is ON (High)

at a time. Each is 1-bit. The output is determined by first decoding the input Error. If the Error has a zero at

its least significant bit (based on the 4-bit input to the Decoder), the Decoder output 1 for example will be

HIGH, the other three will be LOW. If the left most 2-bits are zeros, then output 2 is HIGH, and the others
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are LOW and so on. This output is then Multiplexed based on the selection signal provided, which is based

on the iteration cycle, to the output, and applied to another Multiplexer, that will determine whether this

Chromosome is good or not. This array is the heart of the Genetic Algorithm. It is the one responsible for the

Genetic Operations which are the Cross Over and Mutation. Cross Over swaps the position of two Genes in

the two parent Chromosomes, this is done to optimize the chromosomes used in the Genetic Iteration. Mutation

just drops the current Gene value, and substitutes another one instead of it.

Fig. 5: The Block Diagram of the Decoder Array.

This Decoder Array consists of:

Decoder:

 It outputs a Logic High, if the respective input has the specified number of Zeros. 

4-bit Mux:

A simple 4-input Multiplexer, with a Select from the Genetic Algorithm control signals. The decoder array

module is illustrated in Figure 5.

The Array is loaded by two parent chromosomes; the control signals decide the operation to take place.

The Block diagram is shown in Figure 6. As shown, there are 6-MUXs, and 6-Registers. The selection of

inputs for each MUX follows Table 1. Loading the Registers is determined based on the Load signal value.

Table 2 shows some of the combinations.

There are different combinations at the output of the Register Array after being fed by the two original

Parents, they are:

Table 1: Select M UX options.

ijSel ijM UX output000 W

i1001 W  new

i2010 W  new

i3011 W  new

100 M utated Gene

(i+1)1101 W new

(i+1)2110 W new

(i+1)3111 W new

Table 2: Load options for Registers.

Load Registers Activated

0000001 M utated Gene

110000010 R

120000100 R

130001000 R

210010000 R  

: :

: :

21 220110000 R  and R

12 220100100 R  and R
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Exchanging Genes Between the Two Parents in a Crossover Cycle:

here any one Gene in the first parent can be exchanged with any of the three positions in the other Parent,

to result in two new Offspring. Since we have 3 Genes per Chromosome, we have 6 different output pairs

from this step.

Exchanging Gene Positions of the Parent Itself:

here we can change the position of two Genes in the Chromosome to obtain a new Parent at the end of

the cycle. Since we have two initial parents, this will give us up to 6 different pairs.

No Change on Parents: just pass the input Parents to the output, this will give us just 1 pair.

Gene Mutation: in this step, we replace the specified Gene by the Mutated Gene. We have three different

possibilities for each parent, giving us a total of 6 different pairs at the output of the Array.

The Control signals that control this Operation, are still under investigation, and need further work. The

output of this Register array is then stored in a RAM, to be used in the next cycle, for the determination of

the Optimum Chromosome.

Memories:

Four Random Access Memories (RAMs) are needed in this design. Three of them of the size 6X64, and

one of the sizes 4X64. The positions of the used RAMs are shown in the main block diagram of the design

in Figure 1. 

Register Module:

Contains 6-MUXs and 7-Registers. Each MUX has 8-inputs, which contain all of the other Registers

outputs, its input and output, and the Mutated Gene. The select line determines which of these inputs will be

passed to the register in the next cycle. Each Register represents the contents of its respective Gene which is

a 2-bit wide. The Registered is controlled by the Load signal, which enables that register to pass the value

selected by its MUX to its output. The module is responsible for performing Genetic Operations like Crossover

and Mutation. The register array module illustrated in Figure 6. 

Fig. 6: The Block Diagram of the Register Array.

RAMs are not implemented in VHDL, because they are already implemented within the DA environment.

All we needed to do is to specify the size of the RAM and its input/output ports.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 7: 6-bit Random Number Generator Simulation.

The Random Chromosome Generator is a 6-bit Random Number generator. It is implemented using a 6-bit

Linear Feedback Shift Register and simulation result shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 8: Fused Measurement Module Simulation.

The Fused Measurement module has designed and simulated with three blocks, such as: 8-bit by 4-bit

Divider, 4-bit by 2-bit Multiplier and Yi×Wi Summer. The simulation result of Fused Measurement module

as shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 9: Error Calculation Block Module Simulation.

Using subtract and add modules Error calculation block is simulated. The simulation result is shown in

Figure 9.
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Fig. 10: Register Array Simulation.

The Register array module is responsible for performing Genetic Operations like Crossover and Mutation.

This module simulated as shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 11: Decoder Array Simulation.

Using decoder and 4-bit multiplexer the Decoder array module is simulated. The simulation result is shown

in Figure 11.

Fig. 12: Input Register Simulation.

The input register module is simulated and the result is shown in Figure 12.

Conclusion:

In this research the principle of operation is illustrated and the way of a Genetic Algorithm implemented.

Most of the modules needed for this algorithm are implemented and simulated using the ModelSim CAD tool

from Mentor Graphics. The algorithm is implemented using VHDL, so that it can be fabricated on a single

chip. This is going to be a unique step, since till this moment, it is hard to find such an algorithm

implemented in hardware. The Design accomplished successfully. All the modules Designed are functioning

correctly, and simulated to assure their expected performance.
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